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Skills - ground work 
 

Gut wrench 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Start from Par Terre Place your forearms 

around lower part of 

other wrestler’s ribs  Use a monkey grip 

to lock your hands 

and pull in tight 

Other wrestler 

drops to stomach 

Place head in side 

of ribs 

Drive your shoulder 

into their back 

Make a tripod to 

keep pressure on 

the other wrestler 

Step to the side of 

the head 

Drive and roll over 

your left shoulder 
Drop to right knee 

Make sure your legs 

are between the other 

wrestler’s legs 

Bridge and drive 

diagonally 

Finish move by 

maintaining 

downwards pressure 

with head and 

shoulder 

A gut wrench 

is worth 2 

points 
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Skills - ground work 
 

Tilt 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Start with the 

other wrestler 

flat on their 

stomach 
Underhook both 

arms at the armpits 

Squat with knees 

either side of 

wrestler.  

Half stand 

and lift the 

front of the 

other 

wrestler off 

the ground 

Drive forward and 

tilt the wrestler to 

one side 
Slide your 

foot 

underneath 

as you tilt 

them 

Pull back firmly 

to complete the 

move 
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Start with inside control  

Take downs and throws 
 

Cross buttocks throw 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hook arm to the back 

of the head 

Grip top of the arm 
Bring right knee down 

to the mat 

Rotate and throw 

other wrestler  

Head to the mat 

Continue following 

the momentum 

Keep turning so your hips 

face the sky 

Sit hips tight 

against other 

wrestler 

Pull up on head and arm 

When you feel the 

pressure from the 

other wrestler leaning 

in, prepare for your 

throw, change level, 

shoot and pivot 

Other wrestler’s body 

ends up across your hips 

and buttocks 
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Skills - ground work  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Keep moving 

around the 

other 

wrestler 

Maintain 

pressure with 

your chest 

Keep up off 

your knees 

Scoop up far 

side shoulder Sag back so you 

are chest to 

chest with the 

other wrestler 

Continue to roll 

and sag back as 

many times as 

required 

Reach under 

the head to 

grip shoulder 

and lift the 

head 

Stay off your 

knees and on 

your toes to 

apply pressure 

on the chest 
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The Pivot step 
The pivot step is an important foot movement used for some throwing 

moves.  
 

Start with a good 

stance, and inside 

control 

When you feel 

the pressure 

from the other 

wrestler leaning 

in, prepare for 

your throw 

Drop your level and 

take your shot 

Pivot your feet 

together and stand 

on the balls of your 

feet ready for the 

throw 

Move your right 

foot across to in 

front of the other 

wrestler’s toes 

Place your left 

foot behind your 

right heel 
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The match 

A wrestling match consists of three 1.5 minute periods 

for school age and cadet wrestlers. Your coach will sit 

in your corner. At the start of the match the referee 

will call you onto the mat, check you are free from 

sweat. You shake hands with your opponent. The 

referee calls “wrestle” and the match begins. 

 

During the period the referee will watch the match 

closely and award points for moves. This is done with 

hand signals. The referee will also issue cautions such 

as “zone” which lets you know you are approaching the 

red zone and “action blue” or “action red’  to let the 

wrestler know they need to make a move. The referee 

will also stop stalled action with the whistle and 

restart wrestlers from the centre ring. 

 

At the end of each period, the referee will send you to 

your corner for a 30 second break. Your coach will give 

you some advice for the next bout and help re-focus 

you. 

 

A win is declared at the end of the match.  

A match is won by : 

� a pin fall 
� technical superiority  
� by points ( best of two periods) 
 

At the end of the match the referee will bring the 

wrestlers to the centre of the mat. The wrestlers 

shake hands and wait for the decision of the judges. 

The referee will raise the hand of the winning wrestler.  

 

The wrestlers shake the referee’s hand and cross the 

mat to shake the hand of their opponent’s coach. 
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Wrestling Skill Drills 
 

Wrestling requires a high level of fitness and physical ability. Skill drills 

will help you develop the fitness and skills needed to wrestle. 

 

Pummelling drill 

 

Pummelling assists wrestlers to develop upper body strength and good 

positioning. There are a variety of ways to use pummelling as part of 

wrestling training. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variations: Pummel to leg attack, Pummel into a throw 

Wrestlers face each other 

chest to chest with their 

lead leg and lead hand in an 

underhook position 

Both wrestlers push 

each other as they 

battle for position. 
 

As you get the feel for it start to add some 

resistance so you have to work to get your hand in  
 

Use your legs; keep a good 

stance with constant pressure 

forward on each other 
 

You take the overhand arm 

and push it between your 

chests until you have an 

underhook on the other side Each time you pummel in 

with your arm, your head 

will switch sides 
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Nutrition 
Wrestling is a physically demanding sport and your body requires the 

right fuel to perform at its best.   

 

A healthy well balanced diet containing all food groups will provide young 

wrestlers with the energy for growth, muscle development and 

performance. 

 

               
Fatty foods, protein rich foods, and alcohol should be avoided prior to 

competition and training sessions. Caffeine, including cola drinks should 

be avoided during training and competition. 

Soft drinks such as lemonade have no nutritional value and can seriously 

affect your attempts to control your weight. 

 

Choose healthy options for snacks rather than chips, lollies and cakes. 
 

 
 

Food Group Approximate Requirements 

Grain Products 

• Rice, Pasta, Cereal Bread 

8 servings 

Vegetable & Fruit 8 servings 

Dairy Products 

• Milk, Yoghurt, Cheese 

3-4 servings 

Meat  3-4 servings 

• Sweets 

• Soft drink 

• High fat products 

Consume in moderation. 

Fluids Drink before, during, and after exercise.  

Choose appropriate electrolyte drinks or water. 

Do not replace fluids with sweet, sugary drinks  

When exercising drink  700 – 1000 mL 

Piklets, scones or muffins Flavoured dairy foods ( yoghurt/milk) 

Muesli/Cereal bars Smoothies/milk shakes 

Fruit – fresh, canned or dry Baked bean snack paks 

Fruit juice Dairy desserts 

Fruit bun/fruit load Canned noodles/spaghetti 

Breakfast cereal Sandwich 

Cracker biscuits with cheese and 

spread 

Jelly fruit packs 
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Grapplers Blue Level 
 
 

Skill Achieved 

Preparation for training: 

Take part in an intermediate wrestling 

warm-up and warm down that includes 

tumbling, bridging and neck stretches 

 

 

Wrestling basics 

Be able to demonstrate: 

a) Pummelling drill 

b) Pin fall 

c) Pivot step 

 

 

Take downs and throws 

Be able to demonstrate: 

a)  Shoulder throw 

b) Cross Buttock/Head Shoulder throw 

c)  Outside single takedown  

 

 

Ground work 

Be able to demonstrate: 

a) Gut wrench 

b) Thread the needle 

c) Tilt 

 

Defence: 

Be able to demonstrate techniques to 

defend against simple common wrestling 

attacks 

a) Cross face 

b) Army crawl 

 

Wrestling Practise 

Take part in “live wrestling “ 

Take part in a wrestling match 

Try two different wrestling styles 
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A message for everyone 
  

 

 

Being a good competitor is not just 

about winning matches. It is about 

showing good sportsmanship whether 

you win or lose. 

 

 

 

Being a good sport means: 

� Treating people with respect irregardless of their team, sex, 
culture or race 

� Following the codes of conduct whether you are a wrestler, coach, 
official or spectator 

� Supporting your team mates  
� Wrestling fairly within the rules 

� Accepting referees’ decisions graciously 
� Taking responsibility for your own actions 
 

Wrestling like most sports can provide you with more than fun and 

friendship. It can also provide you with a sense of achievement and 

the opportunity to represent your club, State or Australia at 

wrestling tournaments. Remember to be a good sport no matter 

where you wrestle. 
 

This Grapplers Wrestling Program is proudly supported by the 

Australian Government’s Living in Harmony initiative.  Administered 
by the Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs, the 

Living in Harmony initiative aims to promote community harmony.  It 
recognises that, whatever our backgrounds and beliefs, we are united 

as Australians and want to live in a country that is free of racial 

intolerance.  For more information on the Living in Harmony initiative, 
visit www.harmony.gov.au” 

  

 

 

HELP KEEP WRESTLING FAIR  
The AWU is committed to making wrestling fair. A Grappler’s club 
should be a safe, friendly environment for all wrestlers.  
If you believe you are being discriminated against contact the Grapplers 
Team on 1300 65 4838 

(All calls are confidential) 
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Photo – courtesy of FILA 
 

“The difference between the impossible and the 
possible lies in a person’s determination.”  

Tony Lasorda 
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WRESTLING 

 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Has successfully completed the Grapplers 
 

 
 

program and is ready to progress to Grapplers level 3. 
             
  Coach’s Signature:   
          

           Date 
 

 
This project is proudly supported by the Australian Government’s Living in 
Harmony initiative, which aims to promote community harmony.  For more 
information, visit www.harmony.gov.au 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


